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Not going back

ASB plans
reaction
to IHL

Boyce won’t engage in past debates over
Confederate symbols, Provost says

MADDY QUON

thedmnews@gmail.com

KATHERINE BUTLER / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

GRIFFIN NEAL

thedmnews@gmail.com

At a Monday afternoon
meeting in the Lyceum, Provost
Noel Wilkin told the deans of
the academic schools that newly
appointed chancellor, Glenn
Boyce, would not entertain the
idea of flying the Mississippi
state flag on campus, keeping the
Confederate statue in the Circle or
re-instituting Colonel Reb as the
university’s mascot, according to
a source present at the meeting.
Wilkin also told the deans that
Boyce would not be hiring Chip
Pickering, former U.S. congressman, as part of his administra-

tion. When Boyce was announced
as chancellor on Oct. 4, Pickering
was initially rumored to be one
of Boyce’s first hires. Pickering
applied for the position of chancellor but was not invited back for
an interview.
Before Tuesday night’s
Faculty Senate meeting, Wilkin
told The Daily Mississippian that
he did not want to come across as
speaking for Boyce.
At the meeting later that night,
Wilkin told the senate that Boyce
has “no interest in relitigating or
refighting the battles that have
moved the university forward.
He recognizes that the (Confederate) monument is in a process,
and at this stage, we have to let the

process play out. At this point, it
is out of the university’s hands.”
Boyce could not be reached for
comment.
Currently, the relocation plans
for the Confederate monument
sits in the hands of the Mississippi Department of Archives
and History. The university sent
their plans and drawings for relocation to the MDAH on Aug. 27,
nearly six months after the Associated Student Body unanimously
voted to relocate the statue from
its position in the Circle to the
Confederate cemetery.
On Oct. 3, it was confirmed
that Glenn Boyce, the former
commissioner of the Institutions
of Higher Learning and former

president at Holmes Community
College, had been voted in as the
next chancellor of the University
of Mississippi.
Boyce was originally hired as a
consultant in the search process.
The IHL completed only 12
steps of its 20-step selection plan
before choosing Boyce as the 18th
chancellor. Boyce never visited
campus as a preferred candidate.
Protests were held before the
press conference to announce
Boyce as the next chancellor. The
conference was canceled because
of disruptions, and the announcement was made via a press release
from the IHL.

Will the UM Foundation pay Boyce’s salary?
ADAM GANUCHEAU
MISSISSIPPI TODAY

Some board members of the
largest foundation associated
with the University of Mississippi are at an impasse with
the state college board over the
salary of newly appointed Chancellor Glenn Boyce.
The University of Mississippi Foundation, a nonprofit
organization with 37 board
members, typically contributes a large percentage of the
chancellor’s annual salary. This
year, the Institutions of Higher
Learning, which oversees public
universities, has asked the
foundation board to contribute
$500,000 of Boyce’s proposed
$800,000 salary. However, in

recent days, some foundation
board members have expressed
reservations about providing
the supplement in the wake of
Boyce’s controversial appointment.
Several UM Foundation
board members, who asked that
their names not be used because
they are not authorized to speak
on the foundation’s behalf, all
used the same word – “infuriated” – to describe the mood of
the foundation board.
“At no time during any of
these (consulting) discussions
or during the time he performed
the work was there any indication Dr. Boyce was or would
become a candidate for the
chancellor’s position,” Wendell
Weakley, president and chief

executive officer of the UM
Foundation, wrote to foundation board members in an Oct.
6 email. “In fact, it was just the
opposite. In my subsequent
conversations with him and as
I believe he stated in our April
26 board meeting, he was not a
candidate. Clearly that changed
at some point, but that was not
our understanding.”
Emails obtained by Mississippi Today and interviews
with several foundation board
members reveal a body at odds
over whether to provide the
salary supplement, with several
board members calculating the
consequences of breaking the
precedent. At the heart of their
consideration is a little-known
bylaw that allows the chancellor

and the IHL board to disband
the foundation board at their
discretion.
The controversy started with
Boyce’s appointment as chancellor in early October. IHL,
which oversees the state’s eight
public colleges and universities that approved the hire, had
previously asked the foundation to pay Boyce, a former IHL
commissioner, as a consultant to
the chancellor search.
After a months-long search
for a new chancellor, the IHL
board granted Boyce, who did
not officially apply for the job,
what board members called
a “back door interview” just
moments before offering him

SEE FOUNDATION PAGE 2

Students voiced their
opinions and concerns on
Thursday night to members of
the Associated Student Body
who are planning a resolution
in regard to the Institutions
of Higher Learning’s process
of selecting Glenn Boyce to
be the university’s new chancellor.
At ASB’s All-In forum,
ASB Attorney General Austin
Fiala stood alongside ASB
President Barron Mayfield
and helped answer questions
that students asked.
“I know that many
students are frustrated with
the events of the past week,
and I can assure you that we
have been working tirelessly
to reach out to students and
other campus constituencies
to create a path that is strategic, thoughtful and appropriate,” Mayfield said.
Mayfield said he had the
opportunity to meet Boyce
on Monday, and said that he
believes that he is capable of
leading the university.
“He made a commitment to a student-centered
approach,” Mayfield said. “I
look forward to holding him
accountable to that commitment.”
The executive officers of
ASB also released a statement this morning saying
that they denounce the IHL’s
actions in excluding students,
faculty and alumni in the decision-making process, along
with their lack of transparency, communication and
accountability.
“We believe these actions
stand in contradiction to the
values of our university as
outlined in
the UM Creed. We call
on the IHL to establish new
policies and practices that will
enable
students, faculty, staff,
alumni and other stakeholders to participate in decisions
that directly
affect their respective
institutions,” the statement
reads.
ASB President Pro-Tempore Anna Hall said that ASB
is also releasing a resolution
on Facebook that says that
the ASB Senate condemns
the IHL Board of Trustees
and their process in select-

SEE ASB PAGE 3
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continued from page 1
the job.
Boyce did not respond to
an interview request for this
story. After this story originally
published, a spokeswoman for
IHL emailed a statement to
Mississippi Today, which the
agency subsequently distributed
as a news release.
“Any rumors of the Board of
Trustees considering replacing
the membership of the governing
board of the UM Foundation are
simply false,” said the statement
from IHL spokeswoman Caron
Blanton.
Boyce did not respond to an
interview request for this story.
Ford Dye, who chaired the IHL
search committee, previously
defended Boyce’s appointment.
“Dr. Glenn Boyce received
more nominations in that nominating process than anybody
else,” Dye told reporters earlier
this month. “We began a national
search and continued through
that process for four months.
… As the national search was
conducted, it became evident that
the most qualified candidate was
Dr. Glenn Boyce.”
A long email thread shared
with Mississippi Today shows
members of the foundation
board falling into three camps
about how to proceed when the
board gathers for an emergency
meeting Oct. 18. Some believe the
foundation should not pay the

supplement. Several others were
neutral or wanted to seek legal
advice before making a decision.
Few foundation board members
expressed willingness to pay the
supplement.
The UM Foundation is a
nonprofit corporation chartered
by the state of Mississippi that
manages the school’s $736 million
endowment, the largest of any
state university.
For decades, the UM Foundation has supplemented the state of
Mississippi’s maximum salary for
chancellors, currently $300,000
per year. The requested $500,000
supplement would give Boyce
an annual salary of $800,000,
matching that of Mississippi
State University President Mark
Keenum.
At the center of the conflict
between the UM Foundation and
the IHL board is a provision in a
contract between the organizations. The provision – which some
foundation board members called
“the nuclear option” – gives the
university’s chancellor and the
IHL board authority to remove
and replace the entire foundation
board if the chancellor believes
the board is not acting in the
university’s best interest.
“The University and Foundation expect there to exist a cooperative relationship between them,”
the affiliation agreement states.
“In the event that the university
chancellor determines that such
cooperation is not in place and
is thus, in the chancellor’s view,
detrimental to the well-being of

the university, the chancellor shall
notify the IHL to allow the IHL to
intervene to reconcile the parties.”
The document also states:
“However, if the IHL determines
and notifies the chancellor that it
is in the best interest of the university to substitute new members of
the board of directors of the foundation, the chancellor may direct
that at the expiration of a ninety-day period, the terms of office
of 100% of the total number of
directors shall be deemed to have
expired.”

who has been sitting in on university meetings this week, officially
takes office on Sunday, Oct. 13.
In sharing their frustrations
with Mississippi Today, several
foundation board members
pointed to two main points of
contention with the IHL board.
The board members who
spoke to Mississippi Today believe
Boyce and the IHL board were
disingenuous about the nature of
Boyce’s consulting contract. The
UM Foundation paid Boyce just
over $87,000 for the consulting

continued frustration about a
similar IHL mandate from last
year. When former Chancellor
Jeffrey Vitter announced his
resignation in November 2018,
the UM Foundation board learned
they would have to continue
paying Vitter through June 2020
to fulfill his contract.
That news blindsided many
foundation board members who
were unaware that buyout provision existed in Vitter’s contract
with IHL. From the time he
resigned in November 2018
through June 2020, Vitter will
have received $900,000 from
“If he was a possible candidate, the IHL should not the UM Foundation to fulfill his
contract with IHL.
have recommended him for the consulting work, nor
The UM Foundation board
should we have agreed to engage him on their behalf.” will hold an emergency meeting
- Wendell Weakley on Oct. 18 to discuss next steps.
President and CEO of the UM Foundation The foundation board’s attorney
is Cal Mayo, an Oxonian who was
among the candidates interviewed
for the chancellor job last week.
Several foundation board work on the search, and Boyce
The IHL board will hold its
members told Mississippi Today repeatedly told the foundation next regular meeting the day
they believe the IHL board is hold- leadership he was not interested before: Oct. 17, in Jackson.
ing the provision over their heads in the chancellor position, emails
A spokesperson for the IHL
as a threat to approve Boyce’s show.
Board of Trustees responded to
salary supplement or lose their
Weakley detailed Boyce’s Mississippi Today’s story Thursspot on the foundation board.
consulting contract to foundation day night, refuting the idea that
Weakley, the foundation pres- board members in an Oct. 6 email. the board and the foundation
ident and CEO, reminded board
“If he was a possible candi- were at an “impasse,” and added
members of this provision in an date, the IHL should not have that “any rumors of the Board of
Oct. 6 email. Weakley did not recommended him for the Trustees considering replacing
respond to a request for comment consulting work, nor should we the membership of the governing
for this story.
have agreed to engage him on board of the UM Foundation are
In August, the IHL board voted their behalf,” Weakley wrote. “We simply false.” The IHL statement
to remove that provision for all simply helped facilitate the work says that the Board of Trustees
subsequent university contracts, requested by the IHL.”
will accept whatever decision the
but the current language remains
Several foundation board UM Foundation board makes at
in place until Jan. 1, 2020. Boyce, members also underscored their meeting next week.
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More Than a Meal
lives up to its name
MASON SCIONEAUX
thedmnews@gmail.com

During the school year, More
Than A Meal gives people in need
a place to go in Oxford every Tuesday.
Since September 2009,
the organization has provided
services such as eye screenings,
health checks, financial planning
and flu shots, as well as entertainment like arts, crafts and music for
Oxford residents. Each Tuesday,
between 80-120 people are served
at the Stone Center on Washington
Avenue.
Anna Langley, who is in the
UM Foundation at Ole Miss and
has served on the board of directors since 2011, is the current president of More Than a Meal and is
responsible for training the meal
supervisors, who oversee the event
on a rotating basis. She said that
the mission of More Than a Meal
is to serve the community.
“We want to provide the people
of Oxford and Lafayette County
with good food, encouragement,
and a sense of community,” Langley said. “This is accomplished by

ASB

continued from page 1

providing a warm meal, fellowship
and tutoring every Tuesday night.”
Founder and current Director
of College Interns Kristy Bridgers was serving on a local affordable housing committee when
she realized there was a need in
the community for a place where
MASON SCIONEAUX / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
individuals could gather for food,
Volunteers
serve
food
to
Oxford
residents.
More Than a Meal provides
fellowship and various other selfhelp services. At first, various low-income Lafayette County residents food options.
churches offered their spaces for
the meal, but in 2010, it moved to event. Ole Miss Greek organiza- sustain her.
the Stone Center for consistency.
tions also contribute resources
“I’m very appreciative of More
“We want each meal to be a and volunteers. Volunteers are Than a Meal because if it wasn’t
place like we are having people capped at 25 per semester to main- for them,” she said, “there would
over for dinner,” Bridgers said. tain a higher ratio of attendees to be a lot of people in Oxford going
“Our goal is to strive for fellowship, volunteers, but walk-ins are always to bed hungry and unaided. With
education and be a place to foster accepted.
a hot meal and hygiene products,
relationships. Our mission is to be
Mae Pegues, who has lived they relieve my grocery bill.”
a place to gather and share life, as in Oxford all her life, is a regular
Pegues says that hopefully she
we share a meal together.”
at More Than A Meal. She found will get her GED soon, and one day
Providing food for a single out about the program through be able to repay More Than A Meal
More Than A Meal can cost as her sister, who read about it in and help others like her.
much as $500, but this cost is the newspaper. She is currently
“One day, hopefully, when I can
often offset by donations and working to earn her GED, which get on my feet, I want to have the
volunteer work from the commu- she says comes with tutoring help same heart these people (at More
nity. Churches like The Orchard, through More Than A Meal and Than A Meal) have or giving back
St. John the Evangelist Catholic the Able Program, administered to the community.”
Church and St. Peter’s Episco- by Oxford Public Library.
To volunteer or donate, visit
pal Church host different weeks
Pegues takes care of her two mtamoxford.org or the Stone
throughout the year and provide grandkids, and says that the weekly Center at 423 Washington Ave. on
the food and resources for the hot meal and toiletries help to Tuesdays from 4-6 p.m.

Law school institutes implicit bias training
MASON SCIONEAUX
thedmnews@gmail.com

University of Mississippi Law
School Dean Susan Duncan said
that after a forum last spring, it
was clear that law school students
wanted a stronger focus on diversity.
“We hosted a community
conversation for law students in
the spring to have their voices
heard about campus climate at
UM Law, and students voiced
that they wanted us to continually
address diversity and inclusion,”
Duncan said. “The students had
a large role in bringing this event
to life.”
So, the law school decided
to host an implicit bias training
session led by Laura McNeal of
the Brandeis School of Law at the
University of Louisville. Duncan
said that this was the best way for
the law school to tackle bias issues.
“We all have our own subconscious blind spots in our thoughts
and behaviors,” Duncan said. “The

only way to become more aware of
these and how our attitudes and
beliefs impact our behaviors is to
confront our implicit biases head
on through engaged training. We
want to be proactive at the law
school.”
The training includes defining what implicit bias is, as well
as being exposed to studies that
reveal how implicit biases manifest
in everyday life. It addresses the
practical consequences of allowing those biases to be unchecked.
It also allows students to express
their opinions about how biases
affect them, how they think
improvements can be made and
how they feel like implicit biases
hinder them.
Clinical professor of law at
Ole Miss and Director of the
MacArthur Justice Center Cliff
Johnson said that while no one
training session will fix the problem, discussing the issue should
spur improvement.
“I do think this training
demonstrates that we are willing
to talk about the reality of bias

here at the law school and that we
do want to address the inequities
experienced by our classmates and
colleagues,” he said. “My hope is
that the training will prompt serious organic conversations over
beers and shared meals.”
Johnson also elaborated on
how he tackles his own struggles
with bias and that continuing to
challenge bias is integral to the law
school.
“As a 52-year-old straight white
male from Mississippi, I am quick
to admit that I have struggled with
‘baked-in’ bias that is inconsistent
with the person I want to be and
downright embarrassing,” Johnson said. “I am working to be as
fair and impartial as possible, and
I believe that others here in the law
school, students and faculty alike,
are joining me in that effort. We all
have work to do.”
Law school student Brandon
Wilson said that the implicit bias
training hit home especially.
“As a black, gay male, I understand that there are implicit biases
that people have about the Afri-

THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
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can American community and
the gay community,” Wilson said.
“However, I see now that I and
basically everyone has implicit
biases against some groups.”
He stressed the importance of
the training, showing that everyone, regardless of race or political
affiliation, has biases.
“Oftentimes the subject is
framed or lumped in with negative ideals like racism,” Wilson
said. “The presenter did an excellent job of framing implicit bias
as a problem that affects everyone in different ways. Realizing
that we have biases and working
on checking them is important for
everyone, whether they are in New
York or Mississippi, but especially
in Mississippi, where there is a rich
history of racism.”
For undergraduate students,
the university’s division of Diversity and Community Engagement
offers implicit bias and microaggression training, and any student
organization, academic unit or
department can request a training session.

S. Gale denley
student media center

ing a new chancellor. Hall said
that it will allow for constituents
to comment on the resolution and
that the Senate will vote on it on
Tuesday.
Quay Williams, a leader of
the “Abolish IHL” movement
and president of the Students
Against Social Injustices, asked
how students could get more
involved in the movement, then
went on to discuss in detail what
students could do.
“I feel like in order to start, we
have to inform the people, and
this week, and next week, we’re
going to be focused on tactics on
ways of getting the knowledge out
there because a lot of students
do not know what’s going on or
what’s the importance of this incident, and how it can affect this
part, how it is affecting those,”
Williams said.
Charlotte Armistead, ASB
principal of Inclusion and Cross
Cultural Engagement, asked
Mayfield and Fiala why students
were so focused on abolishing
IHL when Boyce being appointed
chancellor is the direct product of
IHL. Mayfield responded, saying
that he believes that student leaders have a responsibility to work
with Boyce.
“I think that the average
student might have the luxury of
disagreeing with him and opposing him. But the reality is that
we’ve got to be going into these
offices and talking with him about
policies that affect students on
the day-to-day,” Mayfield said. “I
just don’t think that we have the
ability to say, ‘I’m just not going
to work with you.’”
Upon Armistead asking what
steps students can take to go after
the IHL, Mayfield said that if he
thought that students were being
ignored, he wouldn’t be spending
so much time on this situation.
“If there weren’t faculty and
alumni and other community
members who were willing to
stand up and say the same thing
(as the students), then I think we
would be spending our time elsewhere,” Mayfield said.
Williams said that he feels
students’ voices are being ignored
by the IHL.
“Voices are part of the
process,” Williams said. “But I
feel like (our voice) doesn’t really
matter (to IHL). Because when
it comes down to it, IHL really is
over everything on this campus.”
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It’s fall, y’all
CAROLINE NIHILL

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

Fall is arguably the best
time of the year but can be
overlooked because of the hot
weather in Mississippi. The
joys of autumn can seem like a
distant dream. I mean, what’s
the fun in ordering an iced
pumpkin spice latte if you can’t
wear that bulky sweater you’ve
been saving for months?
Here’s the good news: there
are tons of places that are rela-

tively close where you can
attend spooky, fun events for
fall without worrying too much
about the heat.
St. Peter’s Episcopal
Church’s Pumpkin Patch
This church right off the
Square has a patch full of
reasonably priced pumpkins
that you can take home and
carve on your own. Everyone
knows that pumpkins are a
staple of fall, and carving a few
with friends could get you in
the perfect autumn vibes.

34192

Painting, carving or making
pumpkin treats are minimum-labor required activities to enjoy the season. Also
— this pumpkin patch is literally an orange heaven for some
insta-worthy pictures.
Cedar Hill Farm-Hernando
If you don’t mind traveling a
distance for fun or a scare, this
might be for you. Regardless of
how much thrill you seek, this
is an essential for fall.
Cedar Hill Farm has a variety of spooky and simple fall
activities to enjoy. Their most
popular attraction is a haunted
hayride, but they have more
scary attractions including a
pitch black barn.
If thrills aren’t your
thing, the farm also offers
non-haunted activities like
a pumpkin patch and a corn
maze.
The farm offers its attractions every weekend until the

BILLY SCHUERMAN / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

A volunteer for St. Peter’s Church on Jackson Avenue carries a pumpkin
across the pumpkin patch. St. Peter’s Church on Jackson Avenue
recently laid out their annual pumpkin patch.
beginning of November and
opens at 6 p.m.
The Scary Larry’s
Masquerade
Y’all...a
Halloween
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masquerade. Fulfill your
“Phantom of the Opera”
dreams at an 18+, low priced
seasonal party. I can’t make
promises on the amount of
scary masks, but I think it’s
safe to say this will be more
seasonal than spooky.
This event is held at Proud
Larry’s on Oct. 25 at 8 p.m.
Rocky Horror Picture
Show
If you haven’t seen a
screening of this movie
during October, you are seriously missing out. This cult
classic is being shown at the
Powerhouse on Halloween at
8 p.m.
This interactive film
allows tickets and props to
be bought at the door. Participation is not necessary, but I
can promise that you’ll want
to.
If you’ve never been to a
screening before, I’ll leave
the suspense for Halloween
night. This film is not considered horror but does have
some mature themes.
Hopefully it cools off
soon and we can all enjoy our
seasonal drinks and bulky
sweaters in peace. Until then,
enjoy what fall has to offer
and go get those ghouls.

34166

Alpha Omicron Pi 2019 Pledge Class
Abby Adams
Sally Anderson
Zoe Barnes
Eden Bayer
Brianna Biagi
Samantha Bohling
Samantha Borgese
Sarah Brownlee
Nancy Bryant
Sarah Bullock
Anne Buresh
Suzanna Canton
Catherine Cline
Anna Collins
Gabrielle Coon
Elise Crumrine
Julia Crumrine
Brooks Custer
Anna Decker
Taylor Dedeaux
Arya Denham

Rachel Derkack
Braden Downing
Kaitlyn Doyle
Zuura Dzhuzumkulova
Jenna Ebel
Macy Ellis
Olivia Estes
Chloe Evans
Maxine Fabrega
Andrea Fagan
Chloe Farrar
Alyssa Fiore
Courtney Fitzpatrick
Shelbi Flahaut
Addison Flasck
Adisyn Fleming
Colleen Fletcher
Aubree Fox
Nicole Funk
Mary Gabe
Audrey Gaudet

Sydney Gibson
Brea Givens
Julia Greaves
Anna Gregory
Mary Kate Hale
Abigail Hernandez
Kathy Hoang
Kelsey Hollingsworth
Mary House
Taylor Huffman
Isabella Icamina
Kristen Jerich
Lindsey Johnson
Rebecca Johnson
Caroline Keever
Olivia Killion
Victoria King
Megan Kinsey
Kirsten Knapp
Kaitlin Kosko
Evelyn Lacy

Katherine Laliberte
Maya Lambert
Olivia Lantrip
Rebecca Larkin
Madison Larrieu
Eleri Linscott
Magnolia Livingston
Mia Majerle
Mali Marola
Camryn Mason
Kaitlyn Mathes
Casey McCarthy
Kaylyn McCarthy
Gabrielle McGrath
Taylor McGrath
Taylor McMahon
Kaylan Melvin
Layla Morris
Emma Murray
Abigail Nichols
Emily Oglesby

Monika Onofrey
Jenna Pardieck
Eliza Peters
Madeline Pipech
Skyler Pruett
McKenna Pruitt
Katherine Reynolds
Olivia Robinson
Blair Schaefer
Kylie Scott
Kaitlyn Sebens
Serena Shannon
Elizabeth Shirley
Katherine Simmons
Lauren Skrabonja
Elaina Smith

Bridget Sprandel
Jamie Steele
Madison Suwara
Kimberly Taylor
Angela Triantos
Sophia Von Seebach
Lilly Wardour
Charleston Watson
Mia Webster
Alivia Wegner
Kendall Wheelock
Avery Woods
Kathryn Woodstock
Kylie Wright
Madeline Zurbrugg
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You’ve entered the era of
the transfer quarterback
JOSHUA CLAYTON

thedmsports@gmail.com

Your grandfather’s idea of a
perfect starting quarterback is
endangered.
The redshirt junior quarterback who stuck around to finally
take over that starting job is a
rare breed in today’s world of
college football, especially for
the upper echelon of programs
contending for titles. Quarterbacks everywhere wrestle for
the keys to the car every year,
but something has changed.
Behind the center of almost
every championship-hunting
squad is either the transfer
quarterback or the freshman
that forced the transfer to leave
by taking their job.
The Rebels are an extreme
exception with their young
quarterback room, but even that
is a result of about six years of
exceptional transfer quarterback play.
The emergence of the
transfer portal as a vital tool for
coaches hunting for their next
perfect passer and the strong
probability of said player passing waivers to play immediately
has brought us a step closer
to that once-distant utopia of
college football free agency. It’s
so damn fun.
Alabama has Tua Tagovailoa
who beat out Oklahoma quarterback Jalen Hurts. Ohio State
got Justin Fields after he lost
the starting job to Jake Fromm
at Georgia. Trevor Lawrence
forced Kelly Bryant to Missouri
after an impressive freshman

season at Clemson. Joe Burrow
came to Baton Rouge as the
savior for the LSU offense and
has delivered to say the least.
Oh and by the way, that
2020 five-star dual threat quarterback your team really wanted
just committed to one of these
contenders.
The last two Heisman
Trophy winners, Baker
Mayfield and Kyler Murray,
transferred from other schools
and this year’s winner could
very possibly be the same
with three of the top five on
the Heisman watchlist being
transfers.
It is fair to say, however,
the transfer lifestyle is not the
lifestyle for every program. For
every Hurts, Fields or Burrow,
there’s Riley Neal, Ben Hicks
or Nick Starkel. The difference
is, some teams scrape from
lower-level programs to fill a
need while top-programs move
laterally to reload with the best
talent available. These guys are
proven.
Luckily for Missouri, their
free agent has been more like
Burrow than Hicks or Starkel.
Kelly Bryant has done almost
everything right on the field
since arriving in Columbia.
Besides a head-scratching
loss to Wyoming in the season
opener, the Tigers have handled
all opponents this season with
Bryant dealing. Even in that
loss, Bryant had 423 yards passing with two touchdowns.
His 1,246 yards and 11
touchdowns to three interceptions gives the senior a 77.6
QB Rating, 16th among college
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Mizzou quarterback Kelly Bryant runs for a touchdown against Troy. Bryant left at halftime against Troy with
an injury but is listed as ready for Ole Miss.
quarterbacks according to
ESPN, but the Tigers dodged a
bullet after he went down with
a leg injury right before halftime of the win over Troy last
weekend.
The team confirmed it was
a minor knee sprain, and he’s
been practicing in a knee brace
all week but is expected to
play. Even if Bryant does start
against the Rebels, the first few
drives for the Missouri offense
will be crucial in seeing if he’s
100%.
Bryant is most effective
when he can use his legs to
extend plays and scramble
when needed, forcing the
pass rush to maintain rushing
lanes. If he’s not full speed, the
improving Ole Miss defensive
front will be able to sell out to
fluster a quarterback bracing
for his first contact in a week.

Oct. 12, 9 am - 4 pm

On the Square in Bruce

Gorgeous regional art including:
- painting
- pottery

- fiber art
- folk art

- woodworking
- handmade knives
- specialty soaps

FREE
Kid’s art activities
10 am -2 pm

Dane the
Balloon Man!

Artist Demonstrations!
Paint-along watercolor
with Vonda Keon
Cypress Knee Carving
with Tammy Jackson
Flintknapping with
Ronnie Poteete and
Ronald Huffstatler

Youth Art Show!
NATALIE PRUITT / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

BUY IT.
SELL IT.
FIND IT.

Want to talk politics, religion, and philosophy in a civil, friendly environment?
Join Blue Politics with the following link: https://discord.gg/rZaAAmM

IN THE DM CLASSIFIEDS

in the
Bruce Museum

BBQ
Burgers
Taco in a Bag
skunariverart.com
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Find us on facebook!
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College football pick ‘em: Week seven

JOSHUA CLAYTON
GRIFFIN NEAL

thedmsports@gmail.com
IMAGES COURTESY: WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Spartans. Badgers. Sooners. Longhorns. Gators. Tigers.
Rebels. Weird hoodie-wearing
midwestern Tigers. Death,
Taxes and 18 to 22-year-olds
flying around a 120-yard grid
of paydirt. This is week seven,
y’all, and we have some good
picks for you. Time really flies
when you’re losing money! I’m
proud to admit we spent more
time on these picks than our
midterms this week. You’re
welcome.

Michigan State at No. 8
Wisconsin (-10.5) O/U 40
Joshua: I’d love to give

the Spartans some credit
considering I took them to five
consecutive championships in
my NCAA Football 10 dynasty
mode, and they have a brutal
schedule, but they can’t hang,
fam. Michigan State has the
No. 6 toughest schedule in the
FBS, and it shows. They got
walloped by Ohio State last
week, and I think Wisconsin
does the same at home.
Griffin: This game kicks
off at 2:30 p.m, and according
to the googles, the sun will set
in Madison, Wisconsin at 6:20
p.m. This means that as third
quarter ends and the sun falls
gently behind Camp Randall
Stadium, 80,000 cheeseheads will erupt into the most
raucous rendition of “Jump
Around.” It’s impossible to
pull an upset after that. Oh,
and Jonathan Taylor is the
best RB in the country and
Wisconsin is giving up 5.8
points a game defensively. ON
WISCONSIN!

CROSSWORD PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY DOMINO’S

NOW HIRING DRIVERS
at BOTH Oxford locations!
Make $12-$18 an hour!

Apply @ jobs.dominos.com OR in person!
Domino’s East 1920 University 662.236.3844
Domino’s West (Campus Store) 1603 W. Jackson Ave 662.236.3030
ACROSS
1- Sash;
6- Department store
department;
10- H.S. exam;
14- Pillow filler;
15- “Hard ___!” (sailor’s
yell);
16- Hole-making tools;
17- Battery terminal;
18- Will of “The
Waltons”;
19- Worm fiber;
20- Minor;
22- Dead;
24- Tierra ___ Fuego;
26- Per annum;
27- Inspiring
amazement;
31- Vote against;
32- Single piece of
information;
33- Thin fogs;
36- Person, slangily;
39- Vigor;
40- Attics;
41- Ad word;
42- NL cap monogram;
43- Echolocation;
44- Certain runner;
45- Spinner;
46- High spirits;

48- Direction taken;
51- Rainy;
52- Coffee stimulant;
54- Seaport in Natal;
59- Med school subj.;
60- Boxer Oscar ___
Hoya;
62- Actress Witherspoon;
63- Theater section;
64- Actor Jannings;
65- Really bother;
66- Give eats;
67- Changes color;
68- High-fives;

DOWN
1- Circus barker;
2- Motion picture;
3- Hoo-has;
4- Cincinnati club;
5- Liberty;
6- Periodical, briefly;
7- Zeno’s home;
8- Wanting;
9- Snakes;
10- Danish, e.g.;
11- Eddy;
12- Narrow street;
13- Clucking sounds;
21- Sleep acronym;
23- Small batteries;
25- Yellowish citrus fruit;

No. 6 Oklahoma (-11.0) at No.
11 Texas O/U 76.5
Joshua: Oh, how about this
for the second-best game of the
weekend. I was confused with a
double-digit line in this one, then
I thought about it. Texas allows
441.8 yards per game. Oklahoma
leads the nation with 643.8 yards
per game. Of course, the Sooners
ain’t played nobody, but Jalen
Hurts has to be waiting to get at
that injury-ridden squad. Oklahoma wins easily.
Griffin: After defeating their
first five opponents by an average
margin of 34.4 points per game,
the Sooners will face their first
true test of the season Saturday
morning. It’s tough to project an
outcome other than to suggest
that points will be scored — and
a lot of them (take the over). The
Cotton Bowl will be filled with
Texas fans, full of fried butter and
cream corn fritters from the Texas
State Fair, and that means something. I don’t think the Longhorns
can topple Hurts and Oklahoma,
but Ehlinger keeps it close. Texas
+11.
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SOLUTION TO 10.9.2019 PUZZLE

No. 1 Alabama (-17) at No.
24 Texas A&M
Joshua: The Aggies

struggled with Arkansas in
the Southwest Classic two
weeks and you can’t tell me the
Razorbacks have any business
on the field with any top-25.
I’m not sure why Texas A&M
is so jazzed up about this game
right now. You ever want to
see a confident field mouse
take on a crawling king snake?
Flip this bad boy on.
Griffin: Perhaps I’m being
naive, but Alabama giving
Texas A&M 17 points seems
astoundingly low. The Aggies
narrowly escaped a historically
bad Arkansas team last week
and don’t have a win on their
schedule to suggest that they
can keep up with the nation’s
best offense. Alabama has won
its last three road matchups
against Texas A&M by an average of 11 points, but the Crimson Tide offense is peaking
right now. Give me the points
and the over.

No. 7 Florida at No. 5 LSU
(-13.5) O/U 56
Joshua: YES SIIIIIIRRRR.
This is the main event, ladies and
gentlemen. Kyle Trask has been
great for the Gators, completing
72.2% of his passes in five games
and I love the Florida defense. But
the second coming of Tom Brady,
Joe Burrow back at Death Valley
ready to tell them boys something
good. This is the game that swaggy
bastard Burrow jumps above the

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one business day
in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds on
classified ads once published.
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or
questionable products or services.
27- Citrus coolers;
28- Mickey’s creator;
29- Bibliography abbr.;
30- Sky light;
34- ___ tree falls...;
35- Scatter;
36- Island near Java;
37- Nondairy spread;
38- “Jurassic Park”
actress;
40- Unsymmetrical;
41- Join a poker game;
43- Tender;
44- Ripens;

45- ____ titmouse;
47- Headed up;
48- River rental;
49- Old enough;
50- Foe;
52- Young cow;
53- “Night” author
Wiesel;
55- Genuine;
56- Second letter of the
Greek alphabet;
57- Pronto!;
58- Devices for fishing;
61- Pacino and Gore;

To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit: http://
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.

CONDO FOR RENT

TURNBERRY CONDO 3 BR, 2 BA, Gated/ Pool. With W/ D.
Internet/ Cable. $1100. Available now. 901-262-1855

field in the Heisman race. I told
y’all this dude was cold.
Griffin: “It is a pantheon
of concrete and steel, it is a city
that rises defiantly in the delta,
alongside the father of waters, it is
the humidity of autumn eves, the
great stately oaks. It is haunted,
and it is loud. It is a Louisiana
gumbo of humanity. The chance
of rain is...never. It is the cathedral
of college football, and worship
happens here. And it is Saturday
night, in Death Valley.” Tigers by
a billion.

Ole Miss (-11.5) at Missouri
O/U 55.5
Joshua: The Rebels got a
big win last week, but going from
Riley Neal to Kelly Bryant, even
if he’s hobbled, is going to be a
tough task for ye olde Landsharks.
I assume John Rhys Plumlee gets
another start considering we still
haven’t heard anything from Matt
Luke or Rich Rodriguez this week
and they have some questions to
answer on offense. First off, can
they pass the football? If they can’t
then how do they disguise the run
game while giving Ealy the ball
more? It’s just too much for me.
Missouri wins 31-14.
Griffin: This game boils
down to Kelly Bryant’s knee. If
he’s 90-100%, the porous Ole
Miss defense will struggle against
Bryant; he’s a mobile and a
physical runner, and has the arm
strength to stretch the back line
of the defense to open up running
room for both himself and Larry
Rountree. However, if Bryant
is more injured than the Tigers’
coaching staff is letting on, Ole
Miss has a chance. All-SEC caliber
linebacker Cale Garrett is out for
the remainder of the season, but
linebacker play is more expendable than a defensive tackle or
nose guard. If Corral starts and
Ole Miss can once again blend
run/pass schemes, I think Ole
Miss wins outright. So, Plumlee:
take Missouri -11.5. Corral: Ole
Miss +11.5.

SUDOKU©

Puzzles by KrazyDad
HOW TO PLAY
Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats.

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

EASY

Crossword puzzle provided by BestCrosswords.com (www.bestcrosswords.com). Used with permission.
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OPINION
You should really care about the IHL.
YASMINE MALONE

thedmopinion@gmail.com

From the mid-semester
resigning of former Chancellor Jeffrey Vitter, we’ve been
anxious to see who our next
leader will be. I was proud
to see that there were formal
steps being taken to properly
nominate and vet candidates.
That pride was quickly shot
down.
The actions of the Institutions of Higher Learning
were a slap in the face to every
single person at this university. At the end of the day, we
were intentionally misled to
believe that the time we spent
indulging our resources in
search committees and listening sessions were for nothing
important.
For those of you who may
not understand the severity
of the situation or why they
should care about it, let me

make it very clear: This affects
you.
Given the frequency of student activism at the university, I understand why students
may feel jaded. It may seem as
though some things are worth
just letting go for the sake of
creating a more cordial campus climate. This is not one of
those instances. This time is
different.
In fact, this is one of
those rare occurrences where
students of all corners of the
university all agree: We have
been wronged and IHL needs
to be held accountable for the
harm they have caused to the
state of education in Mississippi.
Even beyond the infinite
damage to our reputation,
our accreditation is at stake.
And even if we do not lose
accreditation after this fiasco
ends, the IHL will still have
an absolute power that goes
unchecked, even when its

members practice blatant cronyism and political corruption
in their leadership.The latest
victims of their nondemocratic
rule just so happens to be us.
The IHL Board of Trustees
is appointed by the governor
and confirmed by the Senate
and is granted the sole legal
responsibility of hiring our
chancellors. The University of
Mississippi Chancellor Search
served as a way to include university input on the decision
of who our new chancellor
will be. Despite all of this, IHL
completely ignored our input,
deciding that they know what
is best for us and that our
opinion in the hiring process
ultimately did not matter.
IHL could have pretended to respect the process. At
various points, Glenn Boyce
could have been made an
official candidate. He could
have been vetted and held to
the same standard as the other
nominees and applicants but

he was not because IHL did
not care about decency or
discretion.
Right now we can not say
how Glenn Boyce will perform, but we do know this:
His most recent experience
in educational leadership is
limited to community college,
and he has no plans for our
university. He has made it
clear through conversations
with student leaders and
interviews with news outlets
that he does not have a vision
for this university.
Whether or not you think
Glenn Boyce will be a good
chancellor is not the question.
The problem here is that the
lack of integrity in this process
delegitimizes and harms the
effectiveness of Boyce’s leadership before it even begins.
He has no idea what shots
to call. His only plans are to
talk with students and faculty
to understand what his plan
should be. Anyone can do that.

It is unfair to other candidates
who were qualified, vetted and
equipped with a plan.
My guess is that the affluent Mississippi politicians
in cahoots with Phil Bryant
— who appointed all of the
members of the IHL Board of
Trustees — know exactly what
their vision for our university
is. This is a walk in the park
compared to what we are
about to get. Corruption no
longer has to take the backdoor approach to deter university action; Boyce will let it
straight in.
If you care about freedom
of choice or the validity of
your degree, you should tune
in and join the movement to
address this. We either act
now or we’ll be defenseless
against outside agenda’s influence on our campus.
Yasmine Malone is a
junior general studies major
from Clarksdale, Mississippi.

Rush has improved, but it’s not enough.
LYDIA JOHNSEY

thedmopinion@gmail.com

I would like to think that
formal recruitment here at the
University of Mississippi was the
only time that the recruitment
process dominated every aspect
of my time in college. In hindsight, however, I can see clearly
how my hope to have my options
maximized each round of rush
influenced my conversations,
thoughts and actions in the weeks
leading up to recruitment.
Despite valiant (and credible) efforts by the Interfraternity
Council and College Panhellenic
at the University of Mississippi to
reduce negative externalities that
recruitment week tends to exacerbate, it appears it will take much
more to reverse what has long
been negatively associated with
Greek life here: pre-rush rumors,
stereotypes for each sorority and
the push for legacy.

From the time I arrived on
campus, “Are you rushing? Are
you a legacy?” and “Do you have
a certain sorority in mind?” were
three consistent questions that
contributed to the other small talk
I had to rehearse when meeting
scores of new faces each week.
“Do I have the right outfits?
Do I know the right people? Do
I look the part?” all regrettably
infiltrated my thoughts and corrupted my confidence, although
not as bad for me as others.
Other consequential warnings
were spread by potential new
members in the days before rush:
“Don’t make a fool of yourself
at the bars on the Square. Don’t
be seen at the frat tents on game
days and do not take an alcoholic
drink from an active member.”
Whether or not these rumors had
any validity is still unbeknownst
to new members. We submitted,
nevertheless.
It was obvious though, when

conferring with recruitment counselors that there had been recent
changes implemented in hopes to
create a more positive and enjoyable experience for all.
Unfortunately, though, calling
rush “recruitment,” saying cuts
are “releases,” and renaming
Gamma Chis “recruitment
counselors” in order to promote
inclusivity does not reverse the
years of the all-exclusive reputation that sororities and fraternities historically established.
Personally, I had no Greek
background. I am not a legacy
and I struggled to find people to
even write me recommendation
letters. However, I had an excellent resume, grade point average
and standardized test score that
each worked highly in my favor.
I had a phenomenal recruitment
experience.
My recruitment counselor as
well as everyone on the Panhellenic team did an incredible job of

remaining neutral and encouraging potential new members like
me to keep an open mind when
entering the recruitment process.
My sympathies are with the girls
who were not as fortunate as me,
who had legacies to live up to with
conniving moms putting additional outside pressure on them.
They were the most stressed and
most heartbroken after unwanted
releases.
While I stand behind the
current efforts by IFC and CPH to
change the outlook on Greek life
at Ole Miss, I think it is imper-

ative to realize the changes that
still must be enacted in order
to respect the sensitivity of the
emotions that are poured into
this defining week. Negatively
stereotyping certain chapters,
spreading rumors, pressuring legacies and puppeteering daughters
through the recruitment process
has to end— not just with active
members, but with potential new
members as well as alumnae.
Lydia Johnsey is a freshman
international studies major from
Fayetteville, Tennessee.

Opinion Policies:
Columns do not represent the views of The University of
Mississippi or The Daily Mississippian. The Daily Mississippian
welcomes letters to the editor, which should be emailed to
dmletters@olemiss.edu. Letters should be no longer than 300
words. They may be edited for clarity, brevity and libel. Thirdparty letters and those with pseudonyms or no name will not be
published. Letters are limited to one per individual per month.
Letters should include contact information, including relationship
to the university, if applicable.

CONGRATULATIONS TO VANDERBILT TICKET WINNERS
Aundrilyn Evans and Reed Jones

Win Ole Miss Football Tickets
Two people can win a pair of tickets to see the
Rebels take on Texas A&M Oct. 19th.
Go to The Retreat
to enter for your chance to win.
2405 Anderson Road
662.550.2003
One entry per person. Employees of the Student Media Center and their immediate families are not eligible for contest. Winner’s photo will be used in promotional materials.

Winner will be
announced on
Rebel Radio
Thursday,
Oct. 17
34124
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Kick off at 6:30 pm!

SATURDAY

FREE
FOOD & BEER
on the
upstairs
patio!

PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY

OCT. 12
5 pm

BBQ
,
SALA POTATO
D, &
BA
BEAN KED
S

MARIO MENA
PLAYING
FRI & SAT!
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